The ADMIRALTY Raster Chart
Service provides extensive worldwide coverage. Over 3,000 charts
in a comprehensive range of scales.
Available in packs enabling the user
to focus on their area of interest.

The ADMIRALTY Raster Chart Service is a practical
and useful service that can help simplify navigation
and fishing. Over 3,000 digital charts with wide
coverage of international ports, the main commercial
shipping routes and details on undersea relief.
They combine the ease of using traditional paper charts
with greater precision thanks to satellite positioning.

Simplicity and greater precision
»» Digital nautical charts use the same symbols and imagery as the
traditional paper charts used by generations of mariners, which
makes them easy to read
»» This ease of reading is combined with greater data precision thanks
to satellite positioning

Safety assurance
ADMIRALTY Raster Charts are market leading.
Their worldwide coverage together with the free
update service helps to improve navigational safety
and efficiency.
They provide comprehensive data on port characteristics, the ocean floor and major commercial shipping
routes.
Regular updates
Whenever there is a change to any aspect of the
charts, the system is updated quickly and simply in
a matter of seconds. These updates are free of charge
and help to ensure safe navigation.
Flexible buying options
At Zunibal we offer flexible purchasing options. The
user takes out an annual subscription and decides
which charts they wish to buy. We offer a range of
packs in order to make it easier to purchase and use
the charts.
»» Annual subscription
»» The user can purchase the number of charts they need
»» The option to choose between a range of chart packs tailored to
fishing zones
»» Port pack
»» Regional pack
»» Country pack

Worldwide coverage
»» Over 3,000 official charts
»» Extensive coverage of international shipping areas
»» Comprehensive detail of main ports
»» Wide range of scales
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